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ABSTRA.cr •.: •. _It 
Tliirt films were prepared by J'i,uttering Ti and AI2o3 .simultaneous1y. 
from a single cathode. Compositions of 1 to 20 weight percent Al203 
.. 
produced materials with res is ti vi ties of 250 -to 25,000 micro-ohm-cm 
and TCR's of +100 to -450 ppm/0 c respectively. The films were 
easily anodi-zed and produced stable, high value resistors. 
The films were found tQ conaist of long c·olumnar gratns o_f 
b.c.c. tantalum, approximately 100 R in diameter, surrounded by 
nearly amorphous aluminum oxide regions. In films of resistivity 
gr.e.ater than 1,200 micro-ohm-cm, electrical c_o_ndu:c.tion was pr~-
,dominantly by tunneling through the: .aluminum oxide regions. A 
quantitative a.n.~l_y,sts· ot tunneling currents in an ide.alized film. 
predicted the ·:res"istfvit:y- and TCR reasonably well. The h¢ight of 
... 
.. 
the insulating barrier· was estimated at: 0.2 ~v fo:r. a.Ii- .e:ffective 
electron mass ratio of 1/10. Barr-ier th:i~_kl;'les::~ .. e.·s were estimated-
·at ·l-5· to ,3.0. angstroms.: 
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·,·~ 1.0 Introduction 
The evolution of the· integrated circuit has· had · a significant 
impact on the_ modern electronics industry. The broad application 
of integrated circuit devices throughout the consmner, military, 
and industrial electronics fields has created new and urgent demands 
for advances in technology. 
Thin· films of met~ls and semiconductors have become increasingly 
.. important for use as resistive elements in both active and passive 
\.. integrated circuits. Expansion.of thin film technology has developed 
a need for new r.esistive materials which satisfy several require-
ments. These materials must have high resistivity, very small 
··, temperature coefficients of resist.ance (TCR' s), .and exceptional 
stability _of resistance. Neither metals nor s.~miconductors are.· 
able to meet all of these requirements •.. 
.. 
, Metal films, for example, provide very lim.i ted ranges of resis.-
tivity. In addition, metal films generally exhibit positive tem-~ 
perature coefficients whicn. may be appreciable. Semiconductor films 
.. 
can be used to give a very broa.d range of resistivity. Because 
electrical conduction is dependent upon the thermal generation of· 
carriers, these_f~lms exhibit large, negative temperature coef-·· 
ficients of resistance • 
There have been several thin film materials developed which 
meet very specific requirements and offer advantages over .metai or 
semiconductor films. Metal alloys, such as nichrome, have been used ". 
,·' ' .. ,/.:. '' 
,. .. , '. ' •! 
• ,., Ir. 
• 
. . 
:t. 
1-. 
,. ' 
' ' \.._' '·.··.· ', 
' ' .. 
' ' 
·,,3 
-~- .... 
'" >' ' 
' :. !) " 
,· ' 
. ·. ·:,.". ,·, 
' j--., ., ' 
to provide"higher.resistivities than av~ilable with pure metal 
.. ·films. Ul tr~thin, disconti.nuous metal films have been suggested 
" 
as a means of. obtaining very ·high resisti vi ties. Because thermally . 
. . 
activated conduction mechanisms are predominant- in these films, 1 
as · in semiconductors, ·the TCR' s tend to be large and negative. 
Met.al. compounds, such as tantalum nitride, have found commercial 
application in cases whe·re high stability and small TCR are re-
• 
quired. These requirements may be met over a limited range of 
resistivity. Each of these materials provides desirable properties 
for specific applications, often at the expense of other properties. 
None of these materials will meet all requirements of resistivity, 
TCR, and stability which.are considered important • 
Today there is considerable interest in ceramic metal mixtures 
" (cermets) for use as resistive materials. Cennets promise to provide 
c~ntrollable high resistivity, near zero TCR, and high stability. 
So-called-thick film cermets have been in use for some time. They. 
are usually prepared by silk screening a paste-like mixture of 
metal and ceramic particles onto a ~ubstrate in a desired circuit 
. . pattern. The circui.t is then sintered to develop the desired 
. _, 
electrical properties. 
More recently, thin film cermets have come under investigation. 
They have been prepared primarily by the simultaneous evaporation 
of a ceramic ph~se and a metal .Phase onto a c~mmon. substrate. 2 ,3 , 4 ;·5 
The .''cermets" thus formed are actually a submicroscopic mixture of 
. 
the ceramic and metal phases. Such films have also been produced by 
· sputtering technique~. 6 , 7 
t , .• , ... H 
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> · ·: . The majority of investigators, have considered chromium-silicon 
f 
...z 
monoxide cermets. Early work on Cr-SiO films indicated that they 
had very desirable properties from a.commercial point of view. 
2 
. Bennett, et al. , point out that Cr-SiO cermets can be evaporated 
-with resistivities up to 104 µ,-0-cm and TCR's smaller· t_han -200 
ppm/0 c. B:r.aun and Lood3 show that such films are relatively stable 
'() 
. ,--fi 
' 
~ ' ,. t. . 
. under thermal aging. No clearly defined structure has been shown to 
\ 
exist in these films.· They consist very generally of Cr, cr3S:i.; Si, 
I SiO, and Si_02 in varying amounts and varying degrees of erystallinity. 
Most observations have shown that the films exhibit a very 
limited amount of crystallinity, or they tend to be amorphous. 
Ostrander and. Lewis4 propose that the.components of cermet films 
are distributed at random·--in a· state ~f dispersion approaching atomit: 
• I dimensions. Their analysis of electrical properties in terms of 
their proposed structure is reasonable. Cermets of other systems, · 
such as evaporated Cr-MgF2
5 and sputtered Au-Si026 have exhibited 
properties very similar to those observed for evapor.ated Cr-SiO 
cermets. 
7 . Frietag and Weiss prepared Cr-SiO cermets by sputtering 
-........ 
- - --
. 
-
from a single cath9de and obtained similar results. 
A preliminary study8 at the Western Electric Comp~ny, Engineering 
, Research Center indicated that it was possible to sputter cermets of 
tantalum anq silicon dioxide from a single cathode. The cathode 
used in this preliminary investigation consisted o·f a tantalwn 
screen stretched over the face of a quartz glass disc. During 
the sputtering process this cathode was bombarded with energetic 
.I 
,I 
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..... ·:··'.f• 
•r , 
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I II I I 
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91 .··· 
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•: .Q' 
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--r .. ~, - . . . -
' ; . ~ • <-'------ :· ~- . 
r• 
" argon ions. Some of the ions struck the quartz plate, .dislodging 
groups of Si and O atoms in some proportion, SiOx• · Other ions 
struck the tantalum sc~een and. dislodged groups of tantalmn atoms. 
·1 These Ta and SiOx groups then condensed on the substrate to form a -
cermet film. The cermet fil~s thus deposited had resistivities 
.... .,- .- .. ~- ~·- -· -·-·· .. '. .. . .... ---- ,. 
ranging from 300 to 1,200 µ,-0-cm ·and .. TCR's· from -80 to -160 ppm/0 c. 
These properties were obtained by varying the sputtering potential 
between 5,0 and 4~0 kilovolts DC, respectively. It was felt that 
cermets sputtered at 5.0 kilovolts contained a greater relat1ve 
J 
· concentration of metal than did those s·puttered at lower. voltages. 
The observed resistivity and TCR values could be readily e~plained 
in view of such a co~positional change. Further investigations showed:_;··. 
• • that these films were very stablEr. * After a treatment of 20 minutes 
at 540°c, resistance changes of 5 to 10 percent were noted. This 
compares to changes of 20 percent for tantalum nitride under 
similar conditions (5oo0c, 30 minutes). 10 The Ta-SiOx cermets also 
retained the ability of tantalwn to be anqdi.zed. Because ano<;tiza-
' 
' . 
\ ',. 
, I 
.... 
tion is commercially used as a -m~an~ .of ·adjust~ng tantalum thtn 
" (' . . ... ,. ',, \\ \ J ' . ' _..) ~ •:- _ ... . ---·~- ·--~. '> ·~ 
f i 1 m resistors and fo~ing thi~ film capacitor di.electrics, thra 
ability to anodize these cermets becomes an 'important characte~ist.-ic'.~ 
* There is no -standard method ~or measuring or reporting stability. Various thennal and/or e·lectrical aging treatments· are usually 
applied and t~e percent resistance change as a result of these 
treatments is reported as the stability. Because of the diversity 
of the aging treatments, there is no common ground for direct com-
, parison between reported stability values. For purposes of this 
report, stability values will be compared to the ~eported stability 
of tant~lum nitride resistor film.9 
. r 
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In view of these_ observations, it•became apparent that further 
investigation of the tantalwn based cennet would be worthwhile. In 
addition to practical con~iderations, there were many basic questions 
regarding the nature of cennets in general which had remained un-
.. : answered. In particular, no one had successfully determined the 
structure of cermet films and related structure quantitatively to 
electrical. properties.- It was felt that an investigation of a 
tantalum based cennet might yie\~ such information. 
;,: 
The choice of Si02 as the ceramic phase in the previ"C)t1_s ii1ves_ ... 
tigation was str~ictly a matter of convenience. 'fhere was no rea$on_: 
to consider this to b·e: the be.$t or the only choice for further in~ 
vestigati_on. Gare·_ftil choice of. the ceramic ph'ase _could insure a 
cermet system in which. only two phases were prese~t, these being 
the metal and the ceramic. Analysis of the structure and properties 
• 
of such a cennet system would be significantly easier than analysis 
of a more complicated sy·stem containing several phases. Al though 
it was not possible to determine funequivocal'ly whether or not the 
., 
-··-·' metal and .ceramic. cons ti tuentos .wou-:td react t<P form m'ljll tiple phases, 
it was possible to determine, through thermodynamic considerations, 
the probability of such a reaction • 
cermet systems primarily considered. 
following reactions were considered: 
..., s r · s Ta + - 8102 ..,._ Ta O + - Si 4 2 2 5 4 
In the case of Ta-Si02 , the 
(1-1) 
A:00 ~ 15 Kcal/mol. Ta (1-2). 
•. 
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In the case of Ta-AI2o3 'the reaction, 
. 
AG > 70 Kcal/mol. Ta o- . 
, . 
(1-3) 
was considered. The reduction equations assume an oxygen balance 
and the values of ·8G0 are·· calculated from published values of Gibbs 
free energy. 11 The fonnation of other oxides or compounds was not 
considered. .Free energy values listed are the minimmn values ex-
pected over the temperature range of O to 1,400°c. Ta-A12o3 was 
chosen as the preferred system on the basis of the free energy 
values sbown. The value of 70 Kcal/mol. Ta calculated for equati_()n 
(1-3) indicate:s: th:a_t reaction has the smallest possibility of 
occurring. This: .doe~ not say that _it :Will not :occur, particularly 
·.:,, 
during the sputtering process. It also ·doe,s :no_t_ pre.elude the for- · 
mat ion of other oxides or-compounds •. 
.. A preliminary experiment indicate·(!. that tt. was· PQ_sStble to: \~ 
. 
. sputter Ta-A12o3 cennets by the single cathode technique previous-1:y 
described. On the basis of this information,. it was felt- that a 
. st~~l o~ th~- ~a-A12q3 _ cerm~,.t__!l;tin. __ {ilm __ woYld be _:aru>.J9opriat.~,and 
- --··. - \ ~ 
. 0 ) 
within the scope of a Master's thesis investigation. The oMjectives 
outlined for this thesis investigation were ~s follows: 
. f;-
..... 
1: Determination of electrical properties of sputtered 
Ta-A12o3 cermet fil~~-of different compositions. 
2 •. The effect of sputtering potential on electrical 
properties and composition. 
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3. A determination· of -the. structure of Ta:..A12o3 
films • 
4. A detennination of the metho.d :·of· ·e,lectrical 
conduction in these films. 
5. The quantitative relatJo.n of structure and 
electrical conduction mechanism to the observed 
electrical properties. 
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2.0 Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
2.1 Sputtering Apparatus 
/_'" ' . 
... ,... ... -·•" 
.t 
-- -- ---· - -~ -·· 
Thin films for this .investigation. were sput:tered in a specially· 
~ 
constructed high vacumn system. The system consist-s of a six-inch 
- diameter stainless steel chamber evacuated by a turbomolecular 
vacuwn pmnp·. A cathode assembly is installed through the top of: 
tllE! chamber as shown. in Figure 1. The cathode assembly consJa,t·s y· 
o~· ·a- flange, h:igoh voltage feedthrough, shield, and cathode~ _A 
s;ubst-rat_e .. hol,d·e-r j_~; iocated approximately two inches -b~._low the· 
:cathode.. This_ ·holder .i_s equip·ped with a heate·r '.whi:ch epa.bles. the 
$ubstrate t-t:> be outgasse.d: at ·temperatures up ·to 42S0 c ... A shutter 
can be positioned over the substrate to prevent d¢._t>PS'it:i·on during 
·. ~ warm-up periods. Comn(ercial puri t.y argon ga:S, passed through a ( quartz tube _cont-afning Ta gauze heated: to ~pproximate~y soo0c, is .. 
admitted to· ·the: sys.tern through a leak v.alve· (not shown). This pro-
cedure removes virtually: all ,oxygen :from the :atgon s-upply. •. Access 
' Ano1t~h-er to the chamber is provided through a four-inch gate valve. 
deposition. Figure 2 is a photograph of the sputtering .apparatus. 
Note the position of the _sputtering chamber 9::t,ove the throttle valve 
and pwnp. The argon purifi'"cation apparatµ~ is supported on the ·' 
ring stands shown in the background. 
. . 
. . 
Precautions were taken during system, construction to insure 
-~. high vacuwn capability. Three hundred series stainless steels ,, 
·-
\ 
_._, - - ··- ... __ . _t•:.~ .. ~~·~· -~-.~~-,;;' . 
····-· --·· -'···· ·---·-- ·-
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were used wherever possible in the.system~ M<>st flanges were sealed 
with copper or aluminum gaskets; ·1n cases where metal could not be 
used, Vi ton-A 0-ring_ seals were used. The system was thoroughly 
leak checked with a helium mass spectrometer and baked. 
The system was routinely evacuated to less than 5 x 10-8 torr. 
The lowest pressure observed was 1-2 x 10-8 torr. Care was taken 
to backfill the system with argon when breaking vacu\Dll. 
Sputtering voltages from 1000 to 5000 V were obtained from an 
unfiltered full-wave rectified power supply operating at·60 HZ. The 
true RMS output voltage was measured with a DC voltmeter. 
2.2 Cathode Construction 
,., 
The sputtering cathodes 'used' i·n thts (nvestigation ·were ·¢.on."'!" 
structed by three separate techniques. The separate te_chniqu_e·s. we.re 
used for two reasons; _first, to determine the utility of each ·type 
of cathode and second, to provide a basis for the '.'prepar.a.t.iori of 
..... ' thi·n films of diffe.rent compositions. 
---· •· .,-. 
/' 
;,1' I 
.j. 
.( 
The first type of cathode used was similar. tQ that.~ useg~,by-------- --~·- ··~---~--... --·~-" -~ ... _____ ... _ .. _ _.. _____ ,tl. __ .,,... _ _._....,.._...__.1,..._.....--... ______ ............ .-...M--... - - ----- -,---~ ... _,. ____ ,,..,,_ .. ___ ·-~--·- ... -.....,....----.. .............. -... -
-S~arp. 8 A five-inch diameter pl~te of sintered al\Dllinum oxide 
(99% Al2o3 substrate material)· was covered with a ten mesh __ screen 
of commercial high purity tantalwn. The cathode was then assembled 
as in Figure 3. The cathode was then assembled to a high voltage 
feed and a flange as shown in Figure 4A. A shield was provided 
behind the cathode and around the high voltage feed to prevent 
sputtering in these areas. 
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A second solution to the cathode fabrication problem was the 
use of plasma spraying techniques. Mixtures of tantalum powders 
(200-325 mesh, commercial high purity) and aluminum oxide powders 
(200-325 mesh, 99+% A12o3) were prepared in compositions of 80 and 
95 weight percent tantalum (wt. % Ta). These powders were then 
plasma sprayed from a nitrogen plasma onto five-inch diameter 
tantalwn discs. A forming gas atmosphere· shrouded the-discs 
during the spraying operation. The discs were then assembled to 
the cathode assembly as previously. A typical assembly is shown 
in Figure 4B. ~ 
The third cathode fabri:cation technique used was a powder 
metallurgy technique. A mixture of·high purity tantalmn and aluminwn 
oxide powders· ( 80 wt. % Ta) was pressed in a heated mold at a tem-
perature of 1soo0 c_ and a pressur~ of 50 tons per square inch. The ~i. . . .· 
~e.sultant product was a dense electrically, conductive disc approxi-
~--~t~ly five inches in diameter and one-quarter inch thick. The disc 
.was quite brittle and quite susceptible to thermal shock because of 
; . its size and high ceramic content ( 20% Al203 b~ ~~i"gh_~ __ : __ ,. 5-~~--~~~-3- _, __ ~-,_________....------·-·-"'"'-. -·----·-----·-----.__...__...-----~-~--- ~---.-- . .,.._. ____ ,. - •• ,.:,.- ...... I. ..•.• , .•. ~,.>.~---.-.. .• --·-' ··~~..a.J-·"-·'-·•-.-... -:- ~- -
--
·-·.··'< •"··- ···-.--:.... ....... -·--....... _~- - .... ·9·-~·-b-y. volume). To eliminate breakage of the cathode /during the sputtering 
process, a water cooled cathode assembly was used. The powder metal-
lurgical cathode was att.ached. to the cathode support with a silver 
bearing epoxy resin. This resin provided good thermal and electrical 
contact to the support. A shield was pr'ovid~d around the cathode 
edge$ and cathode support structure. 
cathode assembly. 
·, Figure 4C shows th.e completed 
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-~ 2.3 Substrate Cl~aning and Storage 
... Substrates used in this inv~stigation were usually fused quartz 
or Corning #7059 almnino-borosilicate glas~. Soda lime glass sub-
strates were used in a few cases. Prior to use, the substrates 
W«tre cleaned by 15 minutes of ultrasonic agi t·ation -in: hot "Alconox" 
solution. The substrates were then rinse:d in running deionized 
. . :water and soaked for 15 minutes .i.q over.flowing deionized w~:te-r-~. 
'r:ne_y were then boiled for 15 minutes. in deionized water, then 
.sl,owly withdrawn from the· wa:t~r, :and, .fin ally blown dry with nitroge,n 
.g.as. Substrates were stored -i:n a: gl.ass cle:~t-ccator jar which was· 
thoroughly cleaned, (No desic·cant wai::t used.) The jar wa.s· 'evacµa..:t¢<i 
quickly to a few hundred microns pre.~s,ure ·and then isol·a-.ted .. f roni. 
' ~I 
·· t'he v ac.u:w11 J?ump • This procedure eliminated any conside:r·ap_le dlf-.-· 
=i: fu_s_ion. ·of .tli.l.- ·'v9:pors from· the mechanic.al vacuwn Pl.Dll:J>· to th·e. 
L 
2.4 Sputtering Procedures 
, Substrates were removed froni the: d·e~·:i.c·ca:t·or and placed in the 
vacuwn -chamber. (The substrate hol"cier· he.~:4:. -one 2" x 3" substr.a·te.) 
·· The system was then· evacuated and th~ heate:r was turned on to- outgas I 
·-
the substrate. Typical outgassing conditions WEtre 4 hours at 425°c. 
' 
The substrate holder was then allowed to cool to :ro.om temperature.· 
The system pressure_at this point was nonnally 1 x 10-7 torr or . 
~ less. The -shutter was then positioned over the substrate and: 'the 
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throttle was closed. Purified argon was admitted to the system to 
a pressure of 20 to 50 microns, depending on desired sputtering 
conditions. High voltage was appli~d to the cathode and the argon 
flow rate was adjusted until the· desired pressure and cathode current 
were obtained. Normal cathode current densities were .235 and .470 
. 2 
ma/cm. The system was operated for at least one-half hour in order 
to stabilize the sputtering process. Following this initial period, 
the .shutte.r was opened to allow deposition on the substrate.. After 
deposition, the high voltage was turned off, the argon .leak valve 
/ 
closed, and the throttle valve opened. The system was allowed to 
cool for several hours to room tem-perature. The turbomolecular 
p-µmp was then shut off and the backing pwnp was valved off. Argon 
gas was a:dmi tted to br~ng the system to atmospheric pressure and 
the sputtered slide removed. 
2.5 Annealing Furnace 
A vacuum furnace w~s,: constructed for use in annealing stuqi~.s .• 
-T-he furnace consisted of a two-foot _long 3/4" O,_D. fused quartz - .., 
tube with an eight-inch "hot zone. H Nichrome resistance wire (20 r- ·-
ga) was wrapped aroynd the outside of the tube to provide heating c-
in this region. The "hot ~zone" was then enclosed in a mullite tube • 
A sample holder was mac_hined from a 1/2" diameter x 2 1/2" #304 
' .. stainless steel rod. A .stainless steel sheathed thermocouple was 
press~d into the center .. ,of the sample holder. This assembly was 
then fitted to a vacuwn compression fitting and inserted into one 
... 
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-· 
() end of the quartz tube. The thermocouple length was adjusted so 
that the sample holder rested in the center of the hot zone. 
Figure 5A shows a view of the furnace hot zone. The thermocouple 
,. is visible in the left 11.alf of the tube. 
The other end of the tube ~nnected 
second- sputter-ion vaculDll pump and a cryogenic sorbtion :P~P-~ . 
'-~· 
The sorbtion pump was used to rough pum~ t)te furnace to 10-4 torr . 
. ' 
-9:nd the sputter .. i·on P:t®P· provided high vacuum capability ·to .<i0...;7- , 
torr. Figure 5B shows i=:he- :entire furnace with the ne·ce:s.sar:y. controls ..., 
and power suppli~s. 
Furnace temperatures ·were lneasu·red dire.ctly from the· ·thermo-
couple. Temperatures in no-rmal operation ranged from 500°c to 
. 10000c. Th~ pre;ssu·r~:· -4.uring the annealing experiments was always 
less than 1 x ]~0-·9: t-or.r-. 
.. 
2. 6 X-Ray · and ·E:1e:ct-rort :D{t:i·:r:action artd T.ra.nsm:fs·s:to·n El¢ctron Microscopy-: 
Samples prepared for ~-ray diffraction were nominally 10,000 
versa! wide film camera. Diffractometer studies were made with a 
' . • ' • 
-
..4 
• p,. -~ General Electric XRD-5'diffractometer. 
Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction 
studies were made with'ta .. Hitachi Model HU-llA electron microscope 
operating at 75 KV. ~ilm.s were nominally 500 X thick as deposited • 
, . Samples were prepared- by two techniques. Films were sputtered at· 
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.235 ma/cm onto soda lime glass substrates which were coated With 
a thin evaporated layer of Victa.wet 35B* or were sputtered at .470 
ma/cm2 onto cleaved-rocksalt substrates. The films were floated 
off the substrates (in deionized water) and picked up on 200 mesh 
nickel grids. 
\ 
-
2. 7 Composition Detenninations 
Films were sputtered onto high purity graphite substrates to 
give a nominal thickness of 10,000 i. ·The films were oxidized for 
three hours· in -~ muffle furnace at 700°c and finally scraped from 
., 
the substrate. The films were then· blended :with ·graphite and 
germani\Dll dioxide. Stan~ards conta:fni-ng. known amounts of Ta_2,o5 r 
A12 o3 , Ge02 , and graphite were prepared. The film samples and 
. the standards were burned in an -E,bert optical emission spectrograph. 
-The relative weights of tantalwn and aluminum oxide were then 
determined from the optical spectra for each s:ample by compa:rf:.$on 
to the spectra for the standards .12 
·-... ~:; ·~----; ,·,_-, ~ ,,--,_;,:..·., ~· 
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2.8 Film Parameter Measurements 
----·-· -~-- .... ~- ... _ 
' ~----..,J... -~----_._.--~~-"~--· ..;~---~·- ... --- ·. " ..... - - - - - • . --- .• - - - - ·- • '···4 ·- - ·- - - -- -
. 
Thin-films prepared for parameter measurements were nominally 
'? 2, ooo R thick. 
~ 
. . .... The electrical properties· of films in this thickness 
*Trademark of the Stauffer Chemical CompanY, Vic~wet is a commercial wetting agent for the textile industry. When evaporated onto a substrate, it becomes ~n-ideal water soluble parting layer. ·-
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range are essentially those of· the bulk material because the .film 
thickness· is much greater than the mean free electron path (approxi-
mately 300 R for most·metals at room temperature). 13 
Films which were pattern shaped were masked with KTFR photoresist 
. and e;ched with 2 HF-3· HN03 -2. CH3000H etchant •. ~ene:er leads were 
·required, high purity almninwn leads (.015" to .02.5" diameter) were 
ultrasonically bonded directly to the films. Films which were 
anodized were anodized in a 0.01 weight percent solution of citric 
acid in deionized water. 
"Thiclmess was meas.ured by talysurf ,, either t};l~ough pinholes in 
the film or at Etri edge generated. by electrochemically etching a· 
portion of the. -film~ Sheet resistivity measurements were made by 
the four· :point :probe technique .•. ,Film resistivity was calculated 
directly. frqm ·tlli,cJmes~ (t.) a~d .~11.eet re_sisti vi ty (Rs) from the 
:expi;-e.s_sion 
p (µ-0-cm) 0 - Rs (0/D) x t · (A) JC 10-2~ . (2...:1) 
Temperature coefficient values were calculated from the re-
ststance v\lues a1 at T_1 = -20°c and a2 at T2 = aooc from the ... ' :,e; 
expression 
(2-2) 
Resistance measurements were m·ade with a Non Linear Systems 
. - ·-Model"M25 digital volt ohmmeter t~ 5 places. . ' Temperatures from 
-70 to +100°c were obtained in a Tenney environmental chamber. 
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Temperatures in th·e chamber were measured with a pla'tinum resistance 
thermometer. Measurements at 77°K were made with the films immersed 
• 
in boiling liquid nitrogen. 
Resistance versus frequency determinations were made with a 
Hewlett Packard RX meter, Model 250A. For these measurements, films 
were broken into one-half inch square chips and one-inch leads were 
bonded at opposite corners of the chips in order to reduce stray 
inductance and capacitance effects. 
2.9 Voltage-Current- -Measurements 
, 
Voltage-current measureme:g·ts on the cennets presented special 
•· problems. Because of the moderately high conductivity of th~ films 
investigate.d, ~echniques were considered which wquld minimize heating 
effects in the films. The ideal solution involved fast pulse techniques 
but the·complexity of· the required equipment made such an experiment 
impractical. A compromise soluti.on was adopted which Would provide 
a contin.u.ous voltage-current curve· ·with limited accuracy. 
The technlque was yery simple in concept. A capacitor was 
. changed to 500 vol ts and quickly discharged through t\ film under 
test. Th·e film current and voltage were displayed on the face of a 
--
ca tho de ray tube and photographed. ·Figure 6 shows a schematic 
diagram of the test circuit. The 2 µ,f· capacitor was dlschatgai through 
the 500 ohm resistor and the·· film under test. This discharge was 
exponential with a time constant equal to 4 x 10-~ seconds for a 
· nominal film resistance of 1,500 ohms. The small inductor served 
' to protect the switch c.ontacts from excessive initial currents. 
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• 
During the discharge cycle, the voltage across the 500,ohm 
resistor was proportional to the current through the film. This 
voltage was displayed through a differential amplifier.on the vertiQal 
oscilloscope axis. The voltage across the film was measured directly 
on the horizontal axis. Voltage-current measurements were made With 
the films at 77°K. The V-I curve was photographed with a Polaroid 
camera attached to the oscilloscope • 
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. 3.0 Experimental Results , 
3.1 Electrical Properties and Composition Data 
Thin films were sputtered from the screen cathode at a current 
densi·ty.of .235 ma/cm2 and at voltages. from 2,500 to 5,000 volts DC. 
These films were deposited simultaneously onto glass substrates 
for electrical m~asurements and graphite substrates for compositional 
determinations. Table 1 lists the various sputtering conditionij and· 
the corresponding film properties and co~sitions. The thicimfa_ss .. 
0 of the films varied between 2,200 and 2,700 A and electrical re-
.sistivity decreased frotn 9,200 µ,-0-cm to 720 µ,-0-cm as the sputtering ; 
voltage increased from 2 .• 5 to 5. 0 KV. The TCR of each of eight re-
\ ...... · ......... '~i. 
__ ¥. 
' 
·~ sistors etched from a given slide Showed little deviation (+15 ppm/0 c)· 
. • r 
atld therefore the average _value ·of TC~calculated and taken as a 
good measure of TCR for each slide. Note the great differences in .. 
resistivity ancl TCR, both becoming larger for lower sputtering 
voltages, but ,the relatively insignificant variation in composition· 
between-the films sputtered at different voltages. 
After the electrica.1 measurements were completed, the filps 
.we·re anodized as previously described to 40, 50, 60, and 100 volts~ 
Two sputtered tantalum films we·re also anodized. Examination of the 
films after anodization showed that the cennet films produced essen-
tiallJ the same interference colors as the tantalmn films. The 
anodic oxide layer on the cermet films appeared to be tough and 
adherent and there was no evidence of crazing • 
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A series of films was sputtered from the various cathodesat 
5.0 KV and .470 ma/cm2 in order to determine the effect of com-
position on electrical properties.· Because of the small differences 
observed in TCR measurements across a particular slide in the 
previous experiment, only one TCR measurement was made per slide 
in this experiment. In order to obtain an average T~R value 
indicative of the f_ilm, the films were etched in a. large meandering 
resistor patte~n which covered most of the subst.rate. There was 
..... 
no apprec_iable variatio~ in resistivity or TCR among films sputtered 
from the screen cathode at these conditions (see Tab1e·2). The 
composition of films sputtered at 5.0 KV from this cathode was 
detennined to be approximately 90 wt.% Ta. 
-~ Films prepared from the plasma sprayed cathodes at 5. 0 KV and 
.4~0 ma/cm2 showed a definite decrease in film resistivity with 
acc\Dllulated cathode operating time. This decrease was apparently 
due to an increase in tantalum-concentrat'ion in the films with 
time. ·Because of this effect, it was possible to obtain films 
0 
covering a broad range of compositions., specifically~from nearly 
100 wt.% Ta to 80 wt.% Ta. Table 2 includes the results of com-
positional analyses and resistivity, thickness, and TCR measurements 
of films sputtered from both 80 wt.% Ta and 95 wt.% Ta plasma 
sprayed cathodes. The re-$ul ts, for a particular cathode, are· listed 
,e iri the order in which . the· films were _ sputtered, hence in order of 
increasing cathode operating time. 
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·Films prepared from the water cooled powder metallurgical 
cathode under similar conditions showed changes in film resistivity 
from run to run. There was .no definite correlation of film re-
. 
,• 
sistivity to accumulated cathode operation time as was evident with 
the plasma sprayed ·cathodes. Resistivity varied typically between 
1,500 and 5,000 µ,-0-cm as shown in Table 2. The films listed in 
Table 2 were used for subsequent experiments as well. 
\. 
3 .• 2 Stabi-lfty Test Data; 
----
. Films prepared from the 80 wt. % Ta pi11sina Sprayed cathode 
and a commercial ta11tal'Qni nitride. tll-in .. ·film· were etched into re ... : 
si·s.t_<>r patt.e~-, .anodize.4 tel :50, vi>l_ts':~ a.n.d. heated in. air at 29Jl<:>c, 
for ;~. pe.:r..iod · o~ l(}Q hours.:,. The: sta'.b.~];it:y o-f. the f:i].ms ;_ :o.r percent 
change in film res'istance du:ri'n~ this t_r~a'.f;m~n.t, is listed in Table 
3. The values listed are :an averag~ o:t 'f:ou:r observations per film. 
The reported stability of coJDlllerc·i-al tant.alwn nitride resistor film 
is also included in Table 3.. :These· results indicate that the cermet 
/. . films are about as stable as tantalum nitride films.. Both- the cermets 
and the tantalwn nitride films are substantially more stabl~ than 
sputtered tantalum thin films. 14 
·, 
;; 3.3 Resistance Versus Temperature Data 
Films which covered a resistivity range of approximately 1,200 
to 24,000 µ,-0-cm were used to obtain a series of resistivity versus 
..• : ... 
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temperature curv~s. The resistance of the films was measured at 
temperatures between -7o0 c and +Ioo0 c. Data are plotted in Fig~re 
7 for films representing the highest and lowest resistivities 
measured. In order to present the data in such a manner as to be 
readily compare~ to theory, they are plotted as Ln (R/R0 ) versus 
1/T where R
0 
is the room temperature resistance. 
·3-:_ -4. Voltage-Current Measurement D~tta= 
.. 
.. 
·Voltage-current plots were made by th.~ te·ch:niq~e previously 
described for f otiir f·ilms. cover.i.ng t.he ;res.ist.ivl . t.y: .range of 1,200 
to 24,000 µ,-0-cm. In al~. cases.,. t·he plots obtained were st·ralght 
lines, indicating ohmic- ·behavior., .. for applied voltages up to. 500 
vo1t-s . 
. 3. 5 High Freque.ncy. Resistance Measurement Dat·a 
A series of· eight .f.ilrns covering: the· :resistivi.ty :range ·of 240 
to· ·24,000 µ,-0-cm was .use·.d· :·f:o·r. high ·frequency .resistance measurements. 
Resistance rneasu·rem~·nt:s Jnade·· .at .J> .. 5':, f>O,. .a.n,:d 250 MHZ are listed 
in Table 4. lt. was -n_ot pos~,iole lo: :elim1.I1ate all stray inductance 
.. 
effects i~ ·the test cf:.rcui.t. and;. co.nse:quent:l:y , ... films with very low· 
resistance- sliowe.:d an :±ncr.e~~e--0 -·aJ •. n" ... e.f:.f~·ct-ive· ref;;istanc.e with .treq_uetic_y •. 
. , 
.It was aSsunie·d: ·that the -lowes·t ~-~Si~ttyi ty (240 µ,-0-cm) fi~lm. w~s: ' 
essentially meta11:i:c i·n -nature: and should show no resistance· -ch·ange 
with frequency. A ·value ·of s.-tray circuit inductance, calculated 
from the data for th.at ·f;i-.lm: wa-s applied to correct the. d·ata ·f.or. 
·• 
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all other film~·. The percent change in resistance from .5- to 250 
MHZ as calculate·d from the corrected data is also included in ·Table 
4. There was a definite decrease of resistance at 250 MHZ and the 
effect became more pronounced as film resist.ivi-ty increased. 
3. 6 Trai:ismission Electro!) Microscopy, Ele.ctron Diff:rac-t_i.Qit:;: and X-Ray Diffraction Data for "As Sputtere) Films 
The effect of· sputte;rin_g v~ltag~: ·on electrical proper.tl¢_:s .o .. f; 
·th·e· cermet ... films h·as .been. shown in ·T.ab.J.e· :l. Figures 8 and 9 show-· 
. .. 
..· . - . 
. . ~· 
..... . 
ft.Im· $"t.r.ucture.s· a~d .¢lec·trop. dif°t_raction; patterns taken of f.flms· 
The diffrB:Gt:ion 
ri.r1g~· characteristic :9f t·l\¢. -[110} an_d. { 2°I1} refl~c:t.i_ons of ·oody -· -~' .f· . 
. 
centered cubic tant·alum. The t_ransmisstQn elect·ron: inic-rographs 
f:or. the films sputtered at 2.5 ag.d &.o· KV. wer~ also .similar. The 
,f-':l.-lms appearetd. to be composed ·of a ,s¢.ities of· isl_.-~ndis. of rattier 
dei)_se: ma-teria·:i, p~obabl_y- t~ntalum, s_ut:rourided by regions- o·:r· low·-
density material. ·Ttifs region of · low clens"ity material was more --
. pronounced in Figure 8 than in Fjgure 9 arid there .. appeared to be· 
subtle differences in tpe structur~ o_f 'the· _fj_ lms al though this 
effect may have been due· e~tirely to "f:c>"c.-:using or resolut.ion 
.. 
variations between micrographs. Island diameter from Figure: 8 
' 
0 
· . appeared to be about 100 A and from Figure 9 appeared ·to· be about /. 
200 X. 
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The results'of a study by x-ray diffraction to determine the 
• 
effect of composition on the structure of the cennet films are 
shown in Figure 10. The wide film diffrac;tion photographs were 
made- with Cu KO' radiation for cermet films of nominal resistivity 
and composition between 80 and 100 wt .• ·% Ta. 
Films of ·high Ta concentrati.on·, Figures lOA and 108, show 
s.P9tty diffraction patterns characteristic of films with preferred 
\ 
o .. rientation. The measured positions of the spots in Figure l0B 
:•gree well with those calculated15 for x-raf diffraction from 
-1> .-c . .-c:. Ta films with a { 111} orientation, th,at is, w_ith { 111} 
p_:t_aile_s in the tantalwn cry~ta1Ii tes ;parallel to t~~- :~·uh.stra:te. 
·rt.:lms ¢Ooilt aining less tant.al um, ::Figures· 1-:0C and 1.01>, do- _not $ho.w· 
./ 
-:such· a preferred e>r-1:~n.tation:. In all ca·se:s-, .the di ffr·act-f-.qn . 
' 
' 
·, 
. 
. 
:patterns were rather broad: and ·,diffuse: anq ·t'A~Y' beca.me mo.re d-~.f:t.qse-
-as tantaluin concentration decrefit:$ed .• 
. 
-Electron micrographs and electron diffraction p·a.tte;~p.s· ~re 
shown for films sputt~red at 5. 0 KV and 0.470 ma/cm2 from- the 95 
wt. % Ta plasma sprayed cathode (Figure 11) ancl :f:r.om. the powder 
~eta:IlU_:rgical cathode (f:igure 12). The compositions of the two 
fi:lms ;_. deduced from the compositions of other films sputtered 
from the cathodes· immediately before, are approximately 99 wt. % Ta 
. '~ 
a~d 85 wt. % Ta respectively. The diffractio.n pattern from the 
99 wt·. % Ta film, Figure 11, shpwe_d the tw9 diffuse rings, ~bar .. 
act'eristic of b.c.c. tantalumr which h·a·:d been previously seen .•. · 
.., . -
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The· pattern in Figure 12 showed, in addition, four diffuse rings 
"' 
which indexed to a-A12o3 •. The micrographs in Figures 11
 and 
12 show the characteristic island structure noted earlier. The 
:relative amount .<>f light area bi th[ micrographs _is about 25% 
in Fi-gure 11, compared with abou.t 4.0%. in Figure 12. 
Experiments were perform~d t.o. determine the average grain 
size in cermet- :(ilms SpU;ttere·d. :at 5. 0 KV, O. 470 ma/cm2 • · X-r~y-
iJ.,if:f:r•acto~eter trace·s wer.e m_ade. for a film sputtered -from ·tne 
~·cq:r¢e~ cathode. The: ·bre~dth of tlle 'I'a { 110} reflection \VJ.t§: -·µs~(.i-
.... 
t·.o estimate mean. gr·ain: _st:ze through ·the· :Scherer formula: 
-- whe ;re·.::: 
and 
t -
0.9 A 
B cos 8 
-~. 
;c-a-i:>·· 
,-, .- . ' 
B ·= bre.~·_dth of· peak at half intensity, . i;p:: ra_g~a~_s.,_ 
. . . 
0 
The estimated grain size by tbi~, ·t..e·¢_hnicrue was 50 A. The Scherer 
-
formula was applied to the Wi-de film diffraction photograp~s shown 
in Figures 9C and 9D, -wi.th a corresponding grain size estimate o-f: 
. 0 
• 
40: to 60 A 
. . . 
. 
'· 
·lrtvestigati·ons :into·· t.he·, ·ef·fect of strain bro.adening ·of dif-
fr a.ct ion peaks on g1·ai11 ·size determinations by· ·x-.r.ay diffraction 
have indicated16 that, for most spu.ttered tant·ai.um t:ilm~, grain 
,, -
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size, as determined from the ( 110) reflection, is low by a factor ., 
of nearly two. It seems appropriate to apply this result to the 
QO A grain size observed by x~ray diffraction and correct it to 
0 ~ .100 A. 
Visual· examination of the transniiss.ion. ·e1ectron micrographs 
. 
shown in Figures 11 and 12. showed thaf · the films y,rere made up of 
. ' . ' 
' ''I island approximately 100 X in diameter. ·This nwnber compares 
favorably with the corrected grain size n;ie_ij·sured: ·-b:y x-ray di f-
fraction, i-f" ·it is asswned that: ea-c.h. 1:sl•a.Jid_ t:s ,a single crystallite. ,.,, 
·'. 0 ~ An annealing :_$tudy· -wa:s: performed to dete:rmine. the ·effe:ct .of-
an~e:~-ling on the $tr.ucture· and ele<;trical properties ~if ._s.~ve:ral. 
fi'lms_. :r-h~ shee:t re·sistance of e·ach sample wa:s:: measu,r~:d b·e:.fore 
J1nd .after heating for a period _9f· time, us·u·ally 4 hours at· te_m·""'.' , 
' 
pe.rattires ranging from 600°C to· l ,.000°C. ThEt shee·t resistant 
.chan_ge (expressed as sheet resistance after annealing divided b"y 
' 
-
:s·h~~-t :resistance ·befof-e annealing, R8 /R80 ) and TCR data for these 
f:ilms are shown in Table 5 a1o·ng witl:l the values for films which 
;received no heat treatment. There was. a dr..~atic increase . in. re;;;. _ ·- · 
sisti vi ty and TCR for films annealed a_t_ ·900°C·; .in one ~a~e- t:ht,s 
• ... 
f •· • increase was observed at soo0 c. Thi.s :increase sugg~ste·d that a 
change had occurred in tl)e structure of tnese films ·as a result· 
of annealing at temperatures greater than soo0 c or 9oooc. 
.I 
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. Electron microgr~phs, shown in Figure 13, show that heat • ·V· .. 
4 
\ 
. - ll • 
.. 
· treatments up to and including soo0c tor four hours produced no 
'. \ substantial changes in film structure. At 900°c, the growth of 
large particles became evident. This coincided with the increase 
in resistivity and TCR noted previously. Anneali~g at 1,000°c 
prociuced even more grain growth and the eventual formation of a 
·,-
:dls·continuous fil·ni' :cqmposed of spherical particles of. sufficient 
thiclmess and/or density to be "opaque" to the ele-ctron beam and 
' smaller partiClei; wh~~re not opaque (Figure 13G). 
Figure i4 shows the 'effect ·of annealing on the resultant 
e:lEtct-ron d_:tffr~c·tion pat~ern_s... The diffraction. pattern for the 
·film, with :no he·~·t. tre·atn1~nt- is id.en-tic~l to th~t. :shown in Figure 
il2 pre-vlou.sly :no:t~_d.. ~nneal.i:rfg B::t. aoo0 c c.a.usEf4 no si_·gzfifican.t-
1 ; 
chJt·riges' :~x:cept the ·rings characteristic of body·' centerecf cubi,C 
\. 
tant·,alum b.e·caine- mor·e :pronounced. At soo0 c, a set of diffuse r.f:ng~, 
characteitist,jc of .aluminum tantalate, A.lTa04 , began to appear. :,4: 
}\rine,aling at 90o0 c caus'ecl sharpening of both the. tantalum and AlTa04 
. 
... J 
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-" - ·-· 
.. 
~ 
r ._ .. ( 
.A~; ~. 
_.._rl • .::..L 
_J. •• 
.- • 
, . 
- . ~- .., "' I>~tt~~n~· tinc;l ·the appearaµGe of more diffraction lines, characteristic 
.of Cl' AI2o3 • The sharp~ni·n:g of diffraction patte·rns was coincident 
With the onset. of .:e·1ect'ri-cal. parameter changes and grain growth 
as previously -noted. At 1, ooo.0 c, the transformat':ion of Al TaO 4 to A12o3 and Ta, -~nd the growth of tantalum grains· wa:s evident • .,. 
. ' ·~nne~al ing for 20 hours at 1, ooo0c caused the compl¢te t.ransf ormat:i.-pn 
_ O:f AlTa:04 phases, and tlte growth of the Ta and A12o3- grains to the. 
extent that very spotty diffraction patterns resulted • 
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Dark field electron ~icroscopy on the sample a~ealed at 
,·-
1,000°~ for 20 ·hours (shown in bright field in Figure 13G) gave 
evidence that the translucent grains in tlle structure were small 
crysta_1s· of AI2o3 • The dark and spheroidal grains evident were 
assumed to be tantalum ·be.cause of ·the very spotty b.c.c. tantalum. 
diffraction,, pat.te~.;n. 
Films .·spu.ttered :f:i-om the screen cathode (Figure 9) and the 95 
·wt. % T.a. plasma s.pr·ayed cathode (Figure 11) were annealed under 
:s·1mt.l ar cond_ft i_ons. • :In both cases, the formation of· AlTaO · .and. . .. . . 4 .. .... · .. 
the onset q·f grai'ri growth were noted· in . .th·e: t.e111pe:r~tu:re ra11ge 
,_ 
975°c. Electro.n dif.fra~t.1o·p· ·13,.nd: x:-ray diffractometer: measurements 
of d-spacings· for filrns. anIJ.8-aled. in th~ soo~·90:0°.c range agreed 
very well with. t·b~, re'ported d-spacings fo·r, T:a and A1Ta04 as shown 
· in Table 6. Note· tha.t there is no det:e:.ctable Al2o3 formation 
upon annealing ·in this t·emperatµre· r:.ang~ ... 
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'4.0 Discussion 
4.-1 Film Structure 
I • 
.. , .. 1... 
·, The transmi_:ss:ton, e1e.gt,ron micrographs presented in Section 
• . ~.6 -suggest strongly -~_h.at these films are ·comprised of a series 
o.f islands, approxima:te·ly· 100 i in diameter. and surrounded by 
·te.gion~ o.f '.relat:ive.1y ).ow density material. ·Electron diffraction 
~nd x~:r~:y diffra.ct;ion .evi-de·nce suggests t'hat the films are compris·ed 
.. ·o_f :body c~n:tered: cub4c ·t·anfltl\ml and· .aluminum oxide (a-A12o3). Th.a. ... dif:fuse· ch·a-t:a~::-:ter 'of' the diftra¢tion p:a.tterns suggests that these 
---phase:s are·, p:r..es~nt- with ve.ry 01-imited crys·ta11i~i ty. The r.e·l~t:L:ve 
. - ~ 
., 
.. den·sitte·s of tart:talum ancl. al.wninunt Q_Xide (i.e., 16: 4) suggest that 
t.h.~: isl-and·s, are .. composed of, t:a.ntal,.urr a.rid th.at the· su:rrotU1d:ing, Ies.$ . 
. detjS_e,:: .ma:teri_al .i,S al:tinlinum. 9~ide .• 
·p,f' low ·cle_h$..ity material for films, t>':f: :d:iffe.rent compq$_it:lons· i~- ·co.n..; 
.s:~i:s.ten.t wit·h this theory. The anaiysis .of :an .iclealize~ :structure· tn 
.,;a. .• Section 4. 2 precJicts that low .. cJen.ffity -gra~n boundary areas ought to 
. . - -·--·---·- -~-- -·~ 
.. 
·' 
"' 
f 
-·· ... ":'" .. ~'.; ~~·~·· .... ,-~ ........ --- .,.. ....... . 
-~ ..... ,. 
_ .. :....__:.::.·---:,:....:~~ . ··-- ... 
: 
~·. ,.,,. :,J.~ ... -., - _ .. .,.., ....... _:· . ..;.. :..~·- -· .,.- --,-__ .,(·. ' .... -. - .. ·-..:---, " ..... --· ~ .. account-' -f"or· 41·· perce,nt ·-of- the. volume in· an B:5 wt. ·% Ta ·f ilrn · and 4 
percent of the volume in a· ·9.-9 wt .. % . 'l'a filrn:• The first estimate is 
. .-
.. consistent ·wi.th the ya.lue o:~'. 4.Q _:percent. ·est-im_ated from Figure 12 •. 
The 4 percent estimate is much ·1ower than the 25 percent measured 
from Figure 11.. This ·difference could have been easily caQsed by. 
the ~imi ting resolv;i:ng· powet. of the electron microscope. 
In order to justi.fy th·e. ·_assumption of an island structure for 
Ta-A12o3 cermets, the" 'follo~i.ng considerations are made. Du,ring· 
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the oSputtering process, there exist 1 Within the: glo9t: discharge, 
atom.~, either separately or in small groups. These atoms will 
condense in a random fashion on any surfaces which they contact··; 
-j-- in particular, they will condense on the substrate. Upon con-
I. 
c.· 
. den.sing, the randomly ·ar_~gnged atoms will ~ssume one· :of ~i:-many 
different structur,els-, the particular ·st~uct·ure be.ing a f11n_ction ~ ,. . 
o_J' -tne a-v-e_rage en·ergy· :and surf ace mobi-lity of th~ atoms upon con-/ 
-
de;11."sa:t_io11., the_ eµergy· r._eq:_uired· to :1:·orm a particular structure, .. 
_and .the· tp.~rmodynamic stabilit-y •Of ;tJ1e- ';p~rticular st~uc·tu_re. Atoms 
:which h:av~ no mobility upon :condensati_o~ Wi'll st_ay ln the :random 
--.,9·t:f_e_nta-tfop 1-n which they cop:d~nse.d. ·The resulti·rig amorp~_ous , 
str.u9t_ut~- will ·_b·e urist.able, and' the ijcldi t-ion, o~; enEfrgy to 'the system 
.: 
:will. c·ause tbe nuclea_ti'on- ,an:d growth ot· :a_:re·as of a more stable 
·s_tructure. Atoms -which :have a :g_reat de.~:_1 of .energy and mo.bilit:Y 
µpon condens.ation Will :m-antf~st ·tb.e-ir :·ene~gy by moving to positi-ons 
·in a stable,_ orde;r~:d. st-r·u·cture in. ·c>rd¢r -to lower the total sy~tem 
energy. Such a structure will consts·t of $.t.a.ble crystalline phase·s:. 
f7 
· 
Stu.art and Weh:per · have 'measured the mean kinetic energ-y of _ 
/ /. 
-: ·-
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. . . . . .... · ' .. ~. --· -~--·-..,.,. ... ::· : ;,.. -:,.- -..-.- ,-~ . .., · ~-,..- ............ -:·.':'.,".'·:,- .. : .. -=------·,·~----= sputtered atoms and found it to be on the order of 10 ev. Even if 
. 
the majority of this energy is given up t.o the_ substrate Upon con- • 
densation, the atoms will still have suf_flci~nt energy "to begin to 
form stable structures. •. Sputtered t.an-talum, for e;xample, has been 
,. shown to fonn films consisting of ·b_ociy centerecJ cubic tantalwn 
grains 'approxima~ely ~30 i in mean diameter. 18 ,., ' This in-dicates- -.:th_at·:: 
under normal conditions sputtered "tantalmn atoms possess suffic-ieht 
',~. 
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energy and mobility upon condensation to begin to fonn stable 
structures. 
Based on these arguments, it appears reasonable to assUE that 
sputtered Ta-A1203 cermets Wil.1 tend to for a stable structure, 
The next question is, what stable. structures are possible·? In order 
. ·. 
to ane;wer this question, it 1:s _rt~:ce~s-~ry -to consider the behav:i!or-. -- . ; -- ~.· 
of ·~ ,r·an_dom · system of tantalum, ,alumi:num,- and oxygen atqms. which ') 
·h·ave. j·1Js·t condensed on a substrate. ('\. 
lt i's _known that alwninum is not s·o..I·uble ·trt crystalline -t-an--~· 
. -- _ .. 19 . 
. . 
. d 1 . ':1;alum_, · a_s would be· ~xpecte.d, des,p'it.e the nearly i entica · atomic 
. 
~ad:f:i,, from co.ns::iderat:fon of· the ,d:t.ffe.rent electronic structures 
-an:-.d -~if-.fe.rent ¢:r.ys·t_a;l ·st.ructures ... of.· a.iumin-w.n:- and tantalum. Equati_ori.: 
. ·(1-3) says· th·at. ·t.he .t:e>rma:(::-'ion 'Of .A1293. :rs more ·f-~vorable, :f:rom- .a 
thermodynamic- point of view, 1:-ban: is th~. :_format:'i9rt. ·of' T.-a2 .05,· s·::t·nce 
A12o3 and Ta2o5 are the most stable: -oxldes Qf :alumirtum _and t.ant.alum, 
..,;. ~ equation (1-3) is interpret.e:d -to. ~e·a_ii_ tha·t· a-lum_inurn ·h~s El. gre:atEfr· 
affinity ~r ox;'ygen then does. t:a.ntalum. If this is the case·, th·e: . 
. oxygen can be expected to be primarily associated with the alwninwn. 
to form isolated areas containing an,· oxide of· :~lwninwn. _,,. 
·- ~ .. ,.. T-he ·ener:gy and tb.e- :mob:lli_:t::Y of the -~toms \lpon. ·¢onde~sJttion :as: ·.•.· 
we_1.l. as· the tendency to _i$olati_oJ1 of. the pp.ase.s will promote the·. 
forniation of grains of cry_stal1.i,:q~: tant:al:~ and crystalline aimninum 
oxide. If the surface-free -ene'rgy Qi.·',a_lumfnum oxide is higher than 
that of t~ntalum, the formation ·of .'alµrninurn oxide grains will 
•; 
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predominate and ·the resulting structure will cons1·st of isolated 
grains of aluminum oxide in a matrix of tantalwn. If, on the other 
hand,· the surface-free energy of tantalmn is the higher of the two, 
the resulting structure will consist of grains of tantalmn in .a 
matrix of aluminum oxide. Kingery20 lists the surface-free energy 
2 . of solid A12o3 at 1,850°c as 905 ergs/cm •.. The surface energy of 
.. 
·$c>'lid tantalum is not reported but is estimated to be between 2,000 
.a.1:1-d· ·3 rOOO erg~/cm2 at 2 ,ooo0 c. * These surJace energy values should> 
-be·. -iriciic-ati ve of the re1ati ve val u~s: ·.at. lower temperatures. This 
su·ggests that the final .-film :structµ:re ·will. co:nsi-st <>.f t:antalum. · 
grains surrounded by alum;i)ittnioxide. 
All discussion to th_is , point: .h.as ·been co·nce:rned· with. the: two:~ 
\ 
di:me,n:sional film ·s·truct.ure, wf·(h no conside.ra:tion of the .eff:ects of 
inc,reaslng fj;,lm t:hickl1.~:f3s:. 'I.n o.rde .. r' to -get-ermine the effect of ,film 
.. 
. . 
' ·thi-ckness, :it: :will be necess-ary ·to cortsidefr what h~ppens tq material 
deposited aft~:r ,the formation. o.f t,h·e initial fi_lm :structur~. Atoms 
l• which condense from.the plasma onto· the established film will have 
like material. The result will be the growth of columnar grains of 
mate.rial which. e~tend. throu.ghqyJ: the: ;entire tll-iG,kp.ess ·of· th·e f:l:lm. 
I • 
* Values of surface energy of refractory metals at their melting points are listed21 as follows: 2,500 ergs/cm2 for W, 2,150 ergs/cm2 for Ta, and 1,900 ergs/cm2 for Cb. Values for solid refractory metals near 2,ooo0 c_are22 2,900 ergs/cm2 for Wand 2,100 ergs/cm2 for Cb. By comparison, the surface-free energy of tantalum is estimated to be between 2,000 and 3,000 ergs/cm2 at 2,00Q0 c . 
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The discussion· of film growth from a purely mechanistic point 
of view ind,icates that the experimentally· ob~erved structure is 
. ':~: 
r~asonable. The results of the annealing study appear reasonable 
. ,.. . 
in view of the island structure observed in these films. The islan·d .. 
s·tructure was formed initially to sa~isfy minimum ene:rgy requirements 
dur.ing the sputtering process. Substrate temperatures: during 
sputtering are normally several hundred degrees centi;grade_, .. SO:· 
there should be no significant structural changes ~uri:ng· :annealing·· 
.µ.nti1 the annealing temperature is raised above· t·he :tn_it.ial sub.-· 
strate temperature. The spherodi-zation of tbe tan.taltmi pliaS~ at 
high annealing temperatures is reasona'bl_e in view of the high 
surface-free energy of tantalum:.. T·be formation of A1Ta04 upon . 
• 
;~nnealing at temperatures betwe·en :ao·o and 900°c and its subse.qu_~,n.t 
phase • 
.. 
. A ~i:t~ct.-. :consequence of th.e: lsl..-ana.· ·st:r.ticture described ·for, 
. 
' 
·these films i.:s: the reduced el~c{ri-c·al :conduct:j. vi ty .Qf these . .films 
' 
compared to metal films.. .Ele:ctr.i):;a.1-. cpnduc-t-ion is lipt!-ted by con-
duction through the insulati.ng· (alwninuni: oii-_de:). re·gions which 
separate the metal grain$. 
Several investigators ha.v~ f?rbpciSed mechanisms· :for electrical 
. . !,23 24 conduction through thin i.ns:uI.at-ing films. -.. ·Most theories ' 
:: .... ~. i l 
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predict that the resistance-temperature behavior of thin i~sulating 
films-should follow an Arrhenius equation of the form 
Q/kT R .oc :e 
- , 
where: 
Q· -- ·act.iva~_::i.o.n energy for c0anductf:"on-:,: 
8-nd T. =·· :~b$olute temperature .• 
·(·4·;..1) 
A. plot of 1Ii·; Jt versus 1/T should b¢ a ~traight line if s~ch- :o.~havior: 
-t~ ._actually' oc:curring, __ • '-rhe. data prese~ted in S~¢t_iort -3.3- (ti_gure.- ·7) 
-sllow. that Ta~J-\i_2o3 . ·cennet: .th·tn. fl1ms do not e,chibit". :t:liis behavior·. 
" A- -theory by St.ra:tt..on ,-2·5- -in which- he· cons_i"ders .. ·tunneilng as the-. . . 
. 
·' . 
p.re_domin:a11.t :conduct.1911: mecha11:1.-s.m thro=~gh th_jh ftisulat·in'g- films, 
:Predicts that 'the- .ele:ctri.Cli'l restst~·n¢_~:· ought ·t9. va:ry with temperature 
as_., 
Sin(TT C kT) 
Ii- re 1 (4-2) 
TT Cl kT 
.. 
wne-r:e. ,CJ~. i .. s .a,- ·func:tto·n- o.f· the potential barrier provided b·y t·he 
·ft.i~·u1at.ing ftl111-. Such a "f\un.ction w~rs fitted to the :ci"ata s·hown in 
F.ig-ure 7 by· adju:st-~ng the va1ue of. :TT ·c1k in or(ler to :·g:ive the best 
·"'chi .square" fit. A· .v'~iue .of- n· :·c1k = .001·6 was found to give the 
-·· 
:best fit to ·the experime:nt:-al. ·data ·for ·a film of approximately 90 
wt. % T~ (1,240 µ.~-cm). The .actual and "best fit" curves for a 
90 wt.% Ta film arE? sh-o~ in:Figure 15. Although the curve is 
ndt pre.d'icte-d exactly by Stratton' s theory, the general ·shape of 
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the curve provides a better description of the data than would an \ 
Arrhenius equation. It would appear from Figure 15 that the 
-, Stratton theory might help explain electrical conduction in these 
filins. ) 
In order to appl.y .±he. ,s·t·ratton ·theo;ry >to the bulk films, it 
will first be ~ecessary to relate the resistance of a thin insu-
lat.ing· regjQn- to the apparent bulk re~.istivity of a film. It will 
· ai,so be -necessary to relate the _average-· y,idth of the insulating 
regions·. surroundin·g the ta~t·alt.un. grains· to thta composition of the 
f:ilms. In order to qbtain t]leSEi ·t.wo relations, an idealized film 
::s·tructure, shown· in F.igu·re 16A,: -is. a-s·sumed. The film is as1um~_d 
to consist of. ·_a close p~cked array; t.ff J..ong 'COlumn_ar grains _of" 
mate:ri~l w-ith· -~: r¢gular hexagonal c,r.os~- s¢.c.tion a·nd' a Wid:tb of 
l~O.O -~• ~a.c:h ·grain -is asstnned to. ha.ve a core of -tant:aliini_:,-_ .surrounded 
, . 
. fi ,$imp1e volume eleme.1ft of this 
structure has a c:r.oss sectioi:l as: shown. in Figure 16B and- a ,thickness ··~·· 
•···· 
. 
(t). 
-
-~-..... .--·-. ·-·--.---
• 
.,,.. 
... l. __ • ..-(" ... ..;...,;....: .... :.-~·- ;__..-
-----The -1'81-ation-· o·f· -tnsulatcir width ( d) to f-ilin composition can 
~ be determined from Figure 16B --by geometric. ·co,ns.iclerations. The 
total volume of the element :i:s 
Vol =·1,250 t ~3 
- - T /3 (4-3) 
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" 
and the volume of the_ ·metal _portion of the element is 
d2 0 Volm = ..!(i,250 - 25d + ~) A3. 
/3 8 
The volume fraction.of metal is theri 
V ::·Volm = 
- · m VolT 
·-:t . d 1 - - + 50 10,000 
or 
.d· =· ~ .. OO{J ~ /v· · ) i .. 
. · m. 
r 
. / 
·:.., 
"'-. 
-(_4-4) 
..}. 
(4-5) 
The volume :tract-ion .of metal can be computed directly fi;-om .. t~e. 
weight percent metal data. The density of the tantalum is t.ake·n ·as 
16 and the densit_y of the: .aluminum oxide is taken -a~ 4·. Thi~:n..i 
Wm 
., 
V -
m 4 3 Wm -
where W :;: wt. % T·a/100:. m 
..... 
The relation 9:r· insula-tor: -:re·s:.i·St:anc·e. to apparent 'fiim bu-1.k' 
resistivity is determine.d by· consi.der::,i·ng: a larger volwne element::, 
shown in Figure 16C . 
.... 
.. ... ·---~·--- ----·--
approximc\ted by .,, 
(4-8) 
if a simple series circuit through the volwne element .is assumed. 
Vm and v1 ~re the volume fractions of metal and insulatot re-
s:pectively, Pm is the bulk resistivity of the metal, and p1 is the: 
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. ap:parent resistivity pf the insu~ating regi<;>n attributed to ~unneling . 
• current·s . . . ,-· -
Normally, p << p so·,. m l 
. 
P. = (1 - V ) p m I, 
w11ere • 1 - Vin ::: v1 • 
... 
-
ijtratton says that the current tlens·i ty th·rou:gh. ~ ... thi'n tusJtl.ating 
-film can be expressed a:s 
AR exp (-b1) J = 
(Cll<T)2 Sin (TT c1 kT) 
wn~re: 
and 
A8 = 4n mq (kT)2/h3 = 120 t 2 amp/c1n2, 
b _ ~ cam 
··1 -
ri· 
d t ,q tbf, 
(~--~10). 
(4-'-11:) 
The i,nijulating layer in this c~se is assumed to cre·atf:! :a rect}~)i_guI·ar 
.. potent~al barrier of height (q) above the Fermi level fn the m.et:al 
and of width (d) as shown in Figure l6D. 
Fisher and Giaver26 h_ave e~ .. timated the e:f.f.ect:iv~: :mass ratio,,. 
(l'Jl* /m) for electrons in .thin A12o3 fiim.s .. :to be· approx~ma.tely. ;i,/~-.. 
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,. 
... 
....,. ...... ·.: l;qqatio~s (4 .... 11) and (4-12) then Qec,o~e, for(m*/m = 0.:\,) . 
. ~ 
• . . 
. ... 
. ~ 
bl = .·324id fq, 
' •, • • .: I ·.'. • 
. 
~ 
. r 
(4-14) 
No~~ that equation ( 4-11) represents_: the thet.monic- ·.enfi_s.s{on curre.nt 
trom the metal; hence the value :ot. in. in tnat e:?Cpres.s.i,on _repr~e;ents 
tne. effective mass of electrons. in the metal, wb:tch .1.s- ass~ed :to bE:t·· 
that 9f the fre~ electron. 
~xpansion: 
*The requirement that c1 V b~ very much ··less than: o~e: is: reasonable. Consider a film with an area of 6 cm2, a bulk resistivity of 104 µ-(l-cm and a thi~kness of _1,000 A, or a resistance of 1,000 ohms. If a volt~ge of 1·,000 volts··were applied across the film, the voltage across an individual island would be approximately 
--3 10 v. 
... . From the experimental value of n c1k = .0016, c1 is on the order of 10, hence _c1 V ..... iq-2 << l. The power dissi~ation in the film under those cond·i tions would be 1,000 watts/cm which would quickly destroy tpe film by overheating . 
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·.; ·Equation ( 4-10) can then be rewritten as 
J ::; 12~ n exp ( - bl) Sin (~ C1 kT) V amps/ cm2 (4-18) 
The current dens,ity can be replaced by I/A where A is the cross 
sectional area o.f· the insulating regionl! From Figure 16B, 
,0 
d 300. A·.= 2 .X t X (5.0 - 2> t_.~il (4-19) 
·o For ,s~al·l ·vifriations in -d .ab9ut, an average. ·v-al:ll:e :Q:f :23 .. A (estimated 
f:rort1 .(4:·~6)· and ( 4-7) for 80 ·t_o. 9Q. ·wt .. % :,r:a_ films) 
.4:.5 ·t. :0.2·· · .
. A-~ A • ( 4-20) 
·r.he ap,pareri·t ·resistiv.it.Y o.f t.he fn,sula:t:irtg .reg.ion. i:s_ defined, a$ 
•• P. -. _·. :a· ' .X t. ··1 V - JAX t. 
s.J.n (TT c1 kT) _ 
·p•- : = v :< 5 .• o·s x 1051 
. exp (::b.·1-._ .. '_)_ : 
· . ·1 T µ,-0-cm. · ( 4-22) 
:wi:th a tnowledge of' th~:. pQ:t~ntia1 barr.i:er height (q) and width 
:fd), e:q·uations :(4-15), ( 4-16)· _, and ( 4-22) can be .µsed to predict the 
re$tstivity of cermet films· of different c.ompos-11:j;otis. The barrier 
width can be calculated clirec.tly from :~the _.f·i.lm :com:ppsltion ~.l).rpJigh 
equations (4-6) and (4-7). · A value· of~ N 0.2 ev wa::s ·«fst_tmat~d 
from the experimental value of ·11 c1k = .0016 ·for a 90 wt ... % :r.a ·t:i.lm. 
It is assumed that the value of ~ is substantially independei;it of 
.'Pl.-
the film cc;>mposition, that it depends only on the insul·ating·_material; 
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Rene~, since the insulating material is assumed to be the same for 
films of different composi-tions, the value of. q should not change 
with composition. 
' 
Equations ( 4-6) and ( 4..:.7). predict that the potential barrier 
width.(d) should increase as the percentag~ of A12o3 in the films 
increases, i.e., as wt. % Ta dec·reases. The dominant exponential 
term in equation (4-22) predicts that p will increase as the ex-
ponential of b1 , or since b1 ,._ d, p .. should increase exponentially 
' with d. Values of predicted film resistivity were .calculated at 
296°k for films o:f 75 wt. % Ta to 99 wt. % T.a. These values are 
plotted in Figure 17A with the experimentally det:erm.ined values 
r 
,· 
for the cennet f.ilm·s. Values of TCR were calculated. from equations 
(2-2) and (4-22) for films in the same composition range and these 
are plotted in Figure l7B with the expe·rimentally determined values. 
The model ·predicts a. greater change in TCR with composition 
than is actually observed. The predicted resistivity values agree 
within an order of magni t~@- with the observed values. In view of . 
the assumptions m~de in the derivation of the equati_~n for re-.a 
sistivity, this agreement is encouraging. It-would suggest that 
' 
electrical conduction in these cermet films can be explained by 
consideration of tunneling currents between grains. 
' The model predicts that the cermet films wili be ohmic in nature, 
as was noted· experimentally in Secti,.on 3 .4. The model also predicts 
• 
the general shape of the resistance temperature characteri'stic as 
shown in Figure 15 •. 
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·The estimated value for tbe potential barrier height of 0.2 ev .. 
- - ..... ----~·--· ----·· -·-· --is not reasonable in view of -the energy band g~p of et - A12 o3 which .. 
. \. . would give a barrier height of"" 4 ev. The insulating region could-
be considered to be an imperfect insulator with donor levels approxi-
. ~ 
• 
. mately 0.4 ev below the bottom of the conduction band. These levels 
could be ~aused by the pr~sence of ta-ntalum atoms in the insulating ... 
' reg.ion or by a slight departure of insu~ator composition from the 
stoichiometry of A12o3 In vie.w of· the mechanism sugge·sted in . 
Section 4.1 for the formation <)f:· th~ film structure, it. t.s .not 
reasonable to assume that the insulating phase is perfect:. .. This 
suggests that the observe·d: ·bar:rie;r height of 0.2 ev is phys·.~c.a;l,ly· 
reasonable. 
' 
:~ .. 
. The idealized ... $truc:t:ut.~ in Figure· .16 predicts thaA~. the: .insul.:~ti:1:i_g ~ 
·. 
. 
~· 
regions are of uniform wi~th. 'The actual insulating ::re·gi·ons·· probably· 
vary significantly in width through the film... :F·tirthenno:re, there is 
not a sudden change from met.a;i. to insulator near ttie ·-grain boundarie,~, 
but rather, a slow transition. Because of. th-is tran~-~tion reg,iqri, 
the actual potential barrier is expected to: 1'.>e more complet~ .. ·than. 
, 
\ 
,,. . 
the rectangular b:arrier. assumed. - For f_i.Im$ .. o:f .ht·gh: T-a. .conceritr.at·i..on 
\ (i.e. > 90 wt. %. ·T·a) the model begins to bre.ak down. The st,r.ut:t:iJ.re. . . . .. 
- . . 
-- . 
probably becomes less "island-like'' and more continuous and as a 
-
result, films. of high Ta concentration might be expected to be .hiore: 
metallic in nature. These factors as well as other, minor, approxi-
mations may have a great enough effect on the predicted resistivity 
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I • to account subs,antially for the differences between the observed 
and predicted curves in Figures 15 and 1 r. 
4.3 The Effect of Sputtering Voltage on p and TCR 
The effect of sputter·ing voltage on electrical properties as 
____ .-,...._..... .............. ....__ . ., ... ---· 
~hown in Table 1 may be expl~ined in terms of· structural changes 
resulting from the different sputtering conditions. The resistivity 
of the films is expressed by equation (4-22) is p~rticularly_sensitive 
to variations in pot·~ntial barrier width and height through the ex-
t! ponential tenn. It is very possible that subtle structural changes 
resulting from the different sputtering conditions could in.fluence 
:~he film res is ti-vi ty by an order of magnitude. Furthe-r evidence 
·of such an effect is given by the reported resistivity ,values for 
filme sputtered at diff:erent cathode current densities and constant 
voltage, specifically 720 µ,-0-cm for 0.235 ma/cm2 at 5.0 KV (Table 1)' 
a11d 1,250 µ,-0-cm for 0.470 ma/cm2 at 5.0 KV (Table 2). 
:the: effect of sputtering voltage on electrical properties may·. 
_ ) 
'also be related to the effec·t ·t-io,rs·t.: noted by Schuetze, et al. 27 
whereby tantalwn films sputtered at low voltages had lower densities 
. 
. than films sputtered at high voltages. As a consequen,ce, the re~ 
$1Stivi ty of such films increased by two orders of magni·tude as the'" 
sp ttering vo:ttage -w_as decreased from 3. 0 KV to 1. O KV. 
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4.4 The Effect .of Annealing .on p and TClt 
>, The effect of. annealiµg on the resistivity and TCR · may. also be 
' described in terms :g·t th.e island structure theory. As the films 
are annealed up to 'about aoo0 c, no significant. structur·al changes 
;·,, 
are evident. 'There may be slight changes in the insul.ating regio·ns, 
the net: effect on film resistivity ·and· .TCR.- being :sniall. Annealing 
a.t- higher temperatures causes .s.i·gn,i.f:icant :struc'tural changes in the 
films, resulting .in. 1a:r.ge.r grains. qf t·an'talum J1t la·rger separations. 
From previous discussion the :ti.Im ·re·s:i.~rtiv'ity is:: e.~.pec.ted to increase 
and the TCR: is expected to J>~come .. mo.re: ·11e:gative ,: .as th¢ .separat_.i9n,.-
~-
.. 
.... 
:4) i'ndi-cat.ed,: that the effective :r~·sis.t·ance. of: ,cenne.t fi:lms ·decreased· 
-lv"ith in:~t·e.a~·:J-.ng. f r.e·qtte11cy.. Agatn, th.-i$: ·e:f'fe:ct_ ls. reaso.nab}e. in view 
:<if the island structure, .of the fflms.. The metal.-:i:hSti1a.to'r~meta1 
inteJ11ace between adjacent grain~ ·constitute~ ~- sma1J: ca11~ci:t.or·. 'The, .. 
effect of this capacitor is to :·f_ncrease the cq:nµu.G:·tion betwee'ri grains 
at high frequencies-,- hence the effective resistance- of' a· cermet film 
should decrease with increasing· frequency·. ·As· the insulating region 
becomes thicker, ·due to increasing AI2o3 percent·age, the capacitance 
between grains decreases (C oc 1/d) and the tunneling current .between 
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grains also decreases (I oc e-d). 1-lt .... ,\. It is obvious that the tunneling 
current decreases more rapidly with increasing d than does the ···--· 
c'apaci tance, hence the high frequency resistance fall-o·ff. should be 
_ -·~ _m_ore pronounced for films of higher A12o3 concentration, i.e. higher 
resistivity. Agait.:t, the experimentally observe,d. behaviQ.r agrees 
with this prediction. 
4. 6 Discussion. of St·ab'il.~ty 
·.' 
shown in Table 3 may. ttJ.~<> be a -f!un.c·tton ,of .the ·ff Im :st~u.ct.ure ~ 
'M,aissel 18 ' 28 has investig:ated :the mechanism. o:f, the:rmal agin.g in 
.• sputtered tantalum :f:ilms a.nd :f,ound. tne. ·.oxldation .9;f: grai,n b<>µ.ri,darte·s' 
·~ \;o be the primary cause of ·rest$tan.ce irt.¢.:reases upon· ,aging. By dif~. 
\. 
:!·u~ing gold into th¢· gr."ain b·oundaries, the·r,~by preve_n.ting' oxygen 
diffusion and Q:?.Ci.datiort: at ·the grain boundarJ:es.,. ·he ·was· able to 
increa.s.e tlle· stap:(li,t:y-·. ·of sputtered tantalum 'ft.1:m.~. sfgnificantl.y •. 
The stability o·f t.a_;A1.2o3 cermets niay b·e: attr1.bu.ted to· the: 
presenc.e of A12 0~ at the g.rain boundaries. The _A;l:2,~3 m·ay se,rve 
to limit the di ffu.s,j:on ·of· oxygen into t~·e grain boundartes artci· 
:the S.Ub'sequeil:t oxtdatfo.n of the gr,ain boundaries. This in turn, ' 
' ..... , . 
should increa·s·e ·the .. st'.abl.,.J:ity. o.f the films over that obse·rved f.or 
pure ·tant alwn f:i..:llils •.. 
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· · 5.0- Conclusions 
L ... 
.• 
This investigat;fon has shown. that it is possible to_ prepare 
cermet thin films of tantalum and aluminum oxide by diode sputtering 
both constituents .. from a single cathode. Films can be prepared in 
this m·anner to g:i.ve materials with b-ulk resistivities ranging from 
,... 
. . . .. 
. . 
. 
. . ·_ 
.250- t9 25,000: Jr-0-crn and correspo,Iiding TCR values from +100 to -'45.o-
ppm/0c. 'l'lle p·arti-.cu.iar :l"eSistiv.'ity and TCR depends primarily ·On the: 
compositiqn :o_f. the :materials. These materials show good thermal 
s:tabil'ft.y: ~p.(1 :m:ay-. be anodized by conventional techniques. These 
qb)3er.v.a.tions suggest that Ta-A12o3 cermets rn_ay be useful as ·re:--
·S1E;.~fve: materials for integrated circuit f:ab:Z~icati"on. Tl:ie· c~tho.de 
f:abrication techni_g·ues did not -p_r.9.V~ to be :Sat1;sfa_ctory :f.or- tQe· 
.. 
The structure of th.e thin film· -ee.rJI1:et$. :is: thought· to b:e. -an 
i~latld: type of structure, wtt'h. Jong -co-lumn·a:t ·g·rain$. of b.c· .• c: • . '.. •; 
0 
·tantaJ~urn. approximateJy 100 A ii;i: <ii·atn_e.-ter surro·u_nded b.y· thin :layers:: ) 
of nearly amo~phous aluminwnc o:xf.de·.. ;M_qst. of th·e experimentally 
observed prope'rti·e·s of Ta-A12:o3 cermets· qan· ·b_e explained satis-
factorily in te;r:,rt$, o:f the isl.a..nd struct.ur·e .. I 
Electrical ,con_d·lictibn in these f.i1ms is ·tp::o.ught to b_e _:timlte_d. ,, .. 
,· ., 
by electric-al cond_uction through the thin :insulating regions surr:ouridin·g_ 
the metal grain-s. An analysis of tunneling currents through these 
regions leads to expressions for the apparent film resis~ivity in 
terms of the film composition, as well as the resistance-temperature 
~· 
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behavior of the films. ·The model also predicts ·that the films will 
''\ 
l)e ohmic in nature, as is experimentally observed. With an es.ti-
···--.--._ mated effective electron. mass ratio of _l/10, a -value for the potenti.al-~ 
barrier height between grains of· ·o .•. ~ ev is calculated. Potenti:al. 
0 barrier· thicknesses are estimated t·o ll~- ··up to. ·30 A. 
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. ·. 6.0 Suggestions for Further Study 
The cathode fabrication techniques used in ·thi"s_investigation 
.. f 
. ~ ' 
did not prove to be·satisf~ctory for producing film with predictable 
compositions. The development of a.:, techniqu~ ·for producing films 
·of different ~omposi t.ions, as desi-red, should be a.prerequisite to 
further inv~stfgations of this material. Future efforts might 
. 
involve. controlled ~·puttering from two s~parate cathodr_s., one of 
tantalum :and one o:f: ~Ium.in:wn ox:i.cie. ·A.reas· s.µggested:: fo:r· future· 
1.:. The ·et'·t·ect .of ·composition on el~'Ct:rical properties 
o"ve.r ·a much broader range of compo~i,t'ions then 
· included· .. :iJli this i_nvestigatio_ri. 
·2 ~ The effect .of diif,;fetent i:t1sµl_a.'.t.or· phases:.,_ :f-;r1s.:.te.ad 
~ ·--..-... : 
I 
~· ·$ ... , An investigation: .of .othe_r :conductlon :E!f fec:t,s in 
·similar films and thei.r co_r:rE?·l:at.ton tq ·:the pre-
·pos~·d con·duction mechani:sm~ A.· s.pecOific effect . 
·to pe: i_nvestigate(i is e-lect .. rical noise generated 
:~·: 
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Sputter Deposition 
Voltage+ Time 
KV Minutes 
2.5 36 
3.0 .3·0 
.. 
3.5 26 
4.0 23 
' 
4.5 . 20 
5.o* 14 
'· 
i 
.i 
I 
:, 
! 
;I .. 
~- TABLE 1 
I 
• 
· Properties oft Ta-Al O Cermet Thin }~i-lms Sputtered at D~fYerent Voltages 
Sheet Thickness Resistivity "4 . Resistance 0 
0/D 
.A.: 
~-0-cm 
3.50: 2,620 9,200 
1.6·7- 2,660 4,400 
101, 
·· .. - . ,, -.. -, 2,700 2,800 
:77·,. 2,400 I, 80_0 
f,'7 2,280 1,300 
. -
·32_: 2,24Q 72() 
+ Cathode current= 0.235 ma/cm2 
'_,--- . 
. ~. 
'-
Tea** ' Composition 
ppm/oC wt. % Ta 
C 
-424 92.5 
' 
-365, 93.2 
~294 
. _ 93.6 
-248 91.2 
-212 89.1 
...;110 90.lr 
*Dep~si ted on quartz substrate, TCR mea·s·Qreme.nt:· fjl"'Oll( .9.ne res±stor pattern· covering entire subst.rate 
** Ave-rage .of eight .measurements 
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TABLE 2 .. -~ .... 
•· 
D~tt_a. '.f~r Ta-A12o3 C~rmets S~uttered at. 5 • 0 KV O. 4 7 0 ma/ cm 
- · 
Cathode 
·used 
Plasma 
Sprayed 
80 wt. % Ta 
Powder 
Metallurgical 80 wt •. % Ta 
Screen 
Cathode 
Plasma 
Sprayed 
95 wt. % Ta 
. Film 
Composition 
wt·. % Ta . 
80.8 
:85:.-2· 
·9(), 
Thickness j 
2,400.L 
2,100 L 
- C 
2,000 G 
2,200 L 
2,500 L 
1,400 Q 
1,700 Q 
2,160 Q 
~-1,830 Q 
2,300 Q ./ 
i•' 1,.300 QI 
9,5(?0 CL' 
2,520 Q 
C 
1,880 Q 
1,910 Q 
1,750 · 
I .900 'Q· ' 
. 94.·3 
- C: 
.~ ... ,·:070 .Q·. 
:2 ,110 ·q· 
98.4 
- C 
·2;1Q(l Q. 
1, 2,100 i~ 
C Indicates graphite substrate 
.. 
G Indicates #?059 glass ·substrate-L Indicates lime glass substrate. . l 
• 
. . ~ .. :::.._..;._:,: 
Q Indicates quartz substra~te 
·, . 
•••• 
Sheet 
Resistance 
0/D 
~ :;-... 1,000 
560 
-
200 
145 
110 
92 
303 
67 
153 
.102 
130 
· 29. 2 
65 
• 
67 
:55_ 
7.0. 
·40 
16. 2 
13. 9 
110 4 
11. 4 
' . ·--~·.-: __ :·~·;;_~:~:~,~~-.-~~<.~_.. __ .. ~_- __ ;~:;-~~:~:_-~·;~·-:-~·:i.::s}-:!,i:·:i~}:~~1t:~-;~t~~~1~~-:22.:· .. ~~· 
- --·---------·- . 
.. .,. \ 
•• 
.... 
Resistivity 
µ.-0-cm 
. 
24,000 
11,700 
-
4,000 
3,200 
2,750 
1,290 
5,150 
1,450 
2,800 
2,350 
1,690 
2,770 
J,640 
1,260 
1,240 
1,220 
760 
--
.33:5 
.. , S:Oo· 
240 
.220 
.• 
·"' . 
TCR 
ppm/°C 
· -420 
-370 
-
-285~ 
-250 
~250 
.... 
-
., 
-
. 
-260 
-
-
·-.250-
-260 
-
-210 
-
- 70 
- 10:· 
-
+ 30 
+ 80 
I 
Q 
~ . ··"'· . 
. ;, ' ..;._:,. 
;..., 
>,•: 
- .. 
''" 
.. 
,-: 
' .,. 
,, 
\, 
... 
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TABLE 3 
, Stability Test Data for Ta-A12o3 Cermets after !00 Hours at 2900c 
' 
:,, Initial Film Properties 
· After 100 Hours Film 
Thickness Resistivity TCR 6R/R TCR Material. R µ,-0-cm ppm/0 c % ppm/°C 
Cermets 2,400 24,000 
-420 3.5 ~470 
" 2,100 11,700 
-370 1.4 -415 
" + _2:,,000. 4,000 
-285 1.6 -310 
u 2,,200·· 
_.....3,200 
-250 4.7 -300 .. 
r.r.: :.2:,soo 2,750 -:2:so 6.0 -280 
.*+ 1, 10:0 440 
-- 95. 
-ios 
**+ 
··s:._O· .. 
*Manufactured by ·Western.; :t-Ie·ctr'i¢: C.oihpa_p.y:_, __ Allentown Works 
·.1 ** . · Reported Values 
· +#7059 Glass s-ub~_tr.ate. ~- -all :o:the.rs: t>n s.<>.-da· :1±m:~: glass . . ,. substrates 
· .. :. 
.. 
.• 
•'." 
·.·~ 
....... 
,,. 
.. 
~-: 
,. 
. ~ \' 
:'.,\ ' 
.. ;{ 
;!_>·!\ 
. • 
i 
Fi:lm 
Resi-stf yi ty , 
··µ-O-cm 
240 
1,240 
1,640 
2,750 
3,200 
4,000 
11,700 
24,000 
.. 
.. " 
TABLE 4 
High Frequency Resistance Data 
Effective Resistanc~_:(O) at 
.• 5 MHz 5 MH~ 50 MHz. 250 M-l;lz 
16.8 
\ 
121 
· 108 
238 
16.8 
121 
108 
17.8 
122 
108 
239 · J :2.38: 
2s3. .a5:3 253 
i 
·1 ."090. 
. . :' - .. 1,100 1 090 .· .,. • . 
33.0 
122 
108 
230 
242 
305 
920 
850 
Corrected Resistance at 
• 5 MHz 5 MHz 50 MHz 250 MHz '----
16.8 
121 
-108 
253 
~ 
~]~~ 
1 080 
'· . . 
1,090 
1:6-.8 
'121 
108 
253 
319. 
1.,·oso 
l·; 100 
·-·· 
16.9 
.. 
122 
108 
238 
253 
319 
1,080 
1,090 
16.8 
119 
104 
228 
240 
30_4 
920 
850 
... 
.,. 
... 
.. 
Percent Change in 
Corrected Resistpnce 
from .• 5 to 250 MHz 
0 
.-
0 
3 7 •• 
4.2 
5.1 h _ 
· 4. 7 
14.8 
22.0 
,. 
·' 
... . : ... 
t 
.. 
.(> 
,· 
... 
./; ·~·· 
t ' 
.. 
• 
Annealing Cond.it>ions· 
Temp. 
None 
(Eloo0 c: 
I 
700°C 
soo0 c 
900°C 
. 
_- 0 1,000 C 
.. o· ·-1000 :C -:,- . .. . . 
Time 
., ,- - ·' .. 
.4. h.rs •. 
·4 ·hrs .. 
20 h'rs· .• 
--1: 
TABLE 5 I ;, 
·: J\nn~aling Studies Results 
·f.<:>.r··_Ta-A12 o3 Cermets 
.i .. ~:2.50 µ,-0-cm Film 
:sputtered from 
·screen Cathode 
T.CR 
1.,0.0 
--
-188' 
~- .. ·.: 
:5 .. 0() ~ .. 
-
. .5:: •. 75· ._ 
"· ·~· 
2,800 µ-0-cm Film 
Sputtered from 
Met. Cathode 
.98 
.98 
l ... Q6 .. 
··1:.~:BO 
·-
. 
.• 
1.43 
.. · ... ·. 
.. ,· 
TCR 
·- .3.:oo 
310 
-.t -.3'50 
.. ' . 
--6 400 
.. ·' 
,~1,.600 
. 1,640 µ,-0-cm Film 
Sputtered from 
Met. Cathode 
1.00 
1.08 
1 --17 • • 
.88 
18. 
4.80 
.6.o •. 
- 260 
- 120 
- 200 
- 190" 
- 870 
-
-2,700 
,.,-
·,. 
,_ 
/ 
. , . 
. -;.. 
. ·" .. 
) .. 
tl 
... 
,. . 
.. 
.··:/" .. 
i'"/· __ -: .. . : ·, . ~-., ' 
-. . 
r 
·; 
0 
·' 
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TABLE· .6 
·"' 
" 
D'f.:f:fraction Dat·a from Ta-Al203 Cermet Films 
.Anneale·d ·at Tempe~atures Between 80o0 c and· 9oooc 
Observed In-1:e·:r_p:I.an:a,r .. Spa.:cings Known· Int.erplanar sp,cings 
X-Ray 
Diffraction 
2.64 
2.45 
2.33 
2.22 
1.81 
· 1 .. 54: 
..•..... 
1 • .16 
·.1: ... lJ4' 
• 
·, 
~lectron 
Diffraction · 
2.62 
2· .•. -~-!$ 
l .. s·s· 
1."39 
'I- :-a·o .... 
1.03:' 
• 
'., 
b_.;c •. c. T·a 
_-AS.'fM .#4-0788 
.. 2 .. :3·t.1-
1. ·3:5 
. · ·-·· · .. 
i:~17 
1 .. 04 
AlTa04 
ASTM #8-184 
2.69 
'.2: .• 23: 
1 .• 82 
1.57 
·1. 40, 1. 38 
1.29 
. ' 
I . 
l • : 
, . aAl203 
• ASTM #.11-661 
~--
:, 
2.55 
:2.-•. '3·8 
.,· 
2.09 
1.74 
1.60 
·, 
. 
·j 
. I i . 
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:. t... . ': . 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGlJRE 2 
Sµ u t Leri.ng Appar a tus 
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FIGURE 3 
• • 
' Exploded View.of Screen C~thode Used 
.to~ Studies of Ta-AI2o3 Cermets 
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FIGURE 4B 
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FIGURE 5A 
{ Vacutun Furna·ce for Annealing Studies • 
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FIGURE 5B 
Complete Vacuum Furn~ce for nn aling St'"di 
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FIGURE 6 
S·chematic Diagram of Circuit for 
Voltage---current Measurements 
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FIGURE 7 / .-. 
· Resistance - Temperature Characteristier for Ta-A12o3 Cermet Thin Films· 
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Transmission Electron Micrographs at 50,000 Magnification 
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Electron Diffraction Patt ms 
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FIGURE '15 
Calculated Resistance - Temperature Behavior for Ta-A12o3 Cermets of 90·wt. % Ta Composition 
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FIGURE 16A 
Simplified Model of Ta-A12o3 
Cermet Thin Film Structure 
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FIGURE 17A 
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.. Calculated Resistivity of Ta-A12o3 Cermets 
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